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We have demonstrated that the island nucleation in the initial stage of epitaxial thin film growth

can be tuned by substrate surface charge doping. This charge effect was investigated using spin

density functional theory calculation in Fe-deposition on graphene substrate as an example. It was

found that hole-doping can noticeably increase both Fe-adatom diffusion barrier and Fe inter-

adatom repulsion energy occurring at intermediate separation, whereas electron-doping can

decrease Fe-adatom diffusion barrier but only slightly modify inter-adatom repulsion energy.

Further kinetic Monte Carlo simulation showed that the nucleation island number density can be

increased up to six times larger under hole-doping and can be decreased down to ten times smaller

under electron doping than that without doping. Our findings indicate a route to tailor the growth

morphology of magnetic metal nanostructure for spintronics and plasmonic applications via surface

charge doping. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4893947]

Because of the ideal two-dimensional honeycomb crystal

structure and exotic linearly dispersed electronic band struc-

ture, graphene has attracted intensive research effort of sur-

face functionalization with external adsorbates in order to

incorporate carrier doping,1,2 magnetism,3,4 catalysis,5,6 and

superconductivity and surface plasmon,7–10 which are

strongly related to the bonding involving orbital hybridization

and charge transfer between adsorbate and graphene. Due to

its only one-atom thickness, epitaxial graphene is usually

unintentionally doped with finite concentration of charge car-

riers through substrate charge transfer.11 Wider charge doping

can also be realized via electric field effect12 or substrate dop-

ing.13 Besides affecting the intrinsic graphene properties.14,15

The resulting charge effect, on one hand may alter the bond-

ing strength between adsorbate and graphene, affecting

adsorption and diffusion;16 on the other hand, it may modu-

late the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction,17 affecting adsorbate

island nucleation. Similar electronic tailing of adsorbate-

substrate and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions were observed

experimentally on ultrathin oxide film supported on metallic

substrate by varying the thickness of the oxide film.18

For weakly corrugated metallic surfaces such as M/

M(111) (M¼Al, Cu, Ag, Au)),19–22 the perturbation to the

adsorbate diffusion barrier due to the existence of surrounding

adsorbates beyond the nearest-neighbor (NN) distance is com-

parable to the adsorbate diffusion barrier. The resulting inter-

adsorbate repulsion part at intermediate distance leads to

effective increase of diffusion barrier, giving rise to the signif-

icantly larger nucleation island density observed than from

mean-field nucleation theory, which includes only NN interac-

tion. Recent experiment of Fe deposited on epitaxial graphene

on 6H-SiC(0001)23 reported that island number density

increased almost linearly with depositIon amount up to 2.5

ML without appearance of saturation and showed weak tem-

perature dependence. These are the indications of graphene

being another weakly corrugated system for Fe with sizeable

inter-adatom repulsion at distance larger than NN distance.

Further spin density functional theory (sDFT) calculation

reveals the electronic origin of the Fe-Fe repulsion.24

In this work, we are motivated to study the charge dop-

ing effects on the Fe adsorption, diffusion, and adatom-

adatom interaction on graphene substrate. We found that

hole-doping increases the adsorption energy, diffusion bar-

rier and Fe-Fe repulsion energy, and that electron-doping

decreases the diffusion barrier but only modifies slightly the

adsorption energy and Fe-Fe repulsion energy. It is therefore

expected that higher Fe island density can be achieved by

hole doping and that more layer-like film can be achieved by

electron doping. Further kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simula-

tions show that Fe nucleation island number density can be

tuned from being six times larger under hole doping to being

ten times smaller under electron doping than the zero-doping

case. This wide-range tunability may provide the potential to

grow Fe film with island morphology as magnetic storage

device and more uniform layer morphology as magnetic

electric contact for spin injection in spintronic applications.

It may also be used as a way to control metal morphology on

graphene for plasmonic applications.

The sDFT calculations were performed by using projector

augment wave pseudopotential (PAW)25 with the generalized

gradient approximation (GGA)26 to the exchange-correlation

functional, as implemented in VASP package.27 7 � 7 gra-

phene supercell plus 13 Å vacuum was used as the substrate.

400 eV energy cutoff and 3� 3� 1 C-centered k-mesh were

used for wavefuntion expansion and k-space integration,

respectively. Charge doping was simulated by adding (remov-

ing) electron for electron (hole) doping and compensating op-

posite charge background to keep the system neutral. The

charge was varied from hole concentration of �1.17� 1014/

cm2 to electron concentration of 0.78� 1014/cm2. One Fe ada-

tom was used to calculate the adsorption energy, diffusion bar-

rier and magnetic property. Two Fe atoms with varying

separation were used to calculate the inter-atom interaction

energy. All the structures were relaxed in terms of internal

atomic coordinates using conjugate gradient method until the
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force exerted on each atom is smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. The

transition saddle point along adatom diffusion path was identi-

fied using nudged elastic band method.28

First, we found that within the doping concentration

considered here, Fe adsorption site is the hollow site (H-site)

and the transition saddle point is the bridge site (B-site). The

adsorption energy Ead is defined as Ead¼E(GrapheneþFe)

�E(Graphene)�E(Fe), where E(GrapheneþFe) is the

energy of adatomþ graphene, E(Graphene) is the energy of

clean graphene with charge doping, and E(Fe) is the energy

of isolated Fe atom. It is plotted as a function of charge dop-

ing concentration for both Fe at H-site and Fe at B-site in

Fig. 1(a). With respect to zero-charge doping case, hole dop-

ing increases rapidly the adsorption energy but electron dop-

ing only slightly changes the adsorption energy. During the

process of Fe adsorption on graphene, it has graphene p
bond breaking and Fe-C bond formation, so the adsorption

energy will be proportional to the bond energy difference

between Fe-C and graphene p. The charge doping depend-

ence of Fe-C bond energy and graphene p bond energy will

give rise to the trend of Fe-adsorption energy variation as a

function of charge doping concentration. For graphene p
bond, it has lower bond energy under hole doping because

less bonding states are occupied, and also it has lower bond

energy under electron doping, because more anti-bonding

states are occupied. For Fe-C bond formation, it involves

charge transfer and orbital hybridization. The energy gain

due to the charge transfer is proportional to the difference

between electron energy levels of Fe atom before adsorption

and the Fermi energy of graphene. For clean graphene elec-

tron doping increases its Fermi energy and hole doping

decreases its Fermi energy, so the difference between elec-

tron energy levels of isolated Fe atom and substrate Fermi

energy will become larger for hole doping, indicating that

charge transfer from Fe to graphene will be easier, but

smaller for electron doping, indicating that charge transfer

from Fe to graphene will be blocked. Therefore, the com-

bined effect of graphene p bond breaking and charge transfer

may increase Fe adatom adsorption energy with hole doping

but only slightly varies with electron doping.

We further calculated the change of Fe adatom charge

transfer in response to graphene work function change

(equivalently Fermi energy change) under charge doping in

Fig. 1(b). The amount of charge transfer from Fe adatom to

graphene is represented by Bader charge. As argued above,

there are more charge transfer under hole doping and less

charge transfer under electron doping for both Fe at H-site

and B-site. We may separate the adsorption energy into two

parts including the contributions from the chemical bonding

and electron charge-transfer with the following model:

EadðqÞ ¼ ErðqÞ � q/; (1)

where q is the amount of adatom charge transfer, / is the

graphene substrate work function, and Er is the remaining

contribution from chemical bonding to the adsorption

energy. The Ead variation due to bonding change, work func-

tion change, and charge transfer change can be estimated

with respect to that of no-doping grapheneþ Fe using

DEadðqÞ ¼ DErðqÞ � qD/� /Dq: (2)

Three contributions are included in the variation of Ead.

While it is not clear to see in what fashion the first term

DEr(q) changes Ead, we can easily determine that the second

term increases Ead in hole doping when the work function is

increased but decreases Ead in electron doping when the work

function is decreased. Similarly, the third term increases Ead

in hole doping when the charge transfer q is increased but

decreases Ead in electron doping when the charge transfer q is

decreased. Therefore, the second and third terms together pre-

dict an increase of Ead under hole doping and an decrease of

Ead under electron doping. It is consistent with the analysis

from the point-view of bond energy difference.

The Fe-adatom diffusion barrier is shown in Fig. 1(c)

as a function of charge doping concentration. Without

charge doping, the diffusion barrier is 0.48 eV, in good

agreement with previous report.29 With hole doping the dif-

fusion barrier can be increased to 0.55 eV but with electron

doping diffusion barrier can be decreased to 0.28 eV. This

trend can be again understood from the charge doping effect

on the adsorption energy of Fe at H-site and B-site. The dif-

fusion barrier is the adsorption energy difference between

Fe at B-site and Fe at H-site, we thus express diffusion bar-

rier Ed as

FIG. 1. (a) Adsorption energy versus charge doping concentration for Fe

adatom at H-site and B-site; (b) Bader charge of Fe adatom at H-site and B-

site versus charge doping concentration; (c) diffusion barrier versus charge

doping concentration.
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EdðqÞ ¼ EB
r ðqÞ � EH

r ðqÞ � ðqB � qHÞ/: (3)

The first order variation of Ed in charge doping will then be

DEdðqÞ ¼ DðEB
r ðqÞ � EH

r ðqÞÞ � ðqB � qHÞD/

�DðqB � qHÞ/: (4)

The second term indicates that a direct tuning of work func-

tion / will lead to a variation of diffusion barrier depending

on the sign of work function change and the magnitude.

Because work function is increased with hole doping, this

term gives rise to an increase of diffusion barrier. On the

other hand, because work function is decreased with electron

doping, this term gives rise to an decrease of diffusion bar-

rier. This predication is consistent with the trend of diffusion

barrier in Fig. 1(c) calculated from DFT. We thus believe

that the work function tuning should be the dominant role in

varying the Fe-adatom diffusion barrier.

For no-charge doping grapheneþFe adatom, previous

work30,31 has shown that because of the hybridization

between Fe 3d states and graphene p states, the Fe 4s states

are shifted to higher energy relative to Fe 3d states upon

adsorption and two originally occupying 4s electrons are

transferred mainly to Fe 3d states, resulting in the Fe local

magnetic moment reduction from 4 lB to about 2 lB. Such a

situation is expected to be further modified upon charge dop-

ing, which may change the Fe adatom orbital occupation. In

Fig. 2(a), we show the Fe adatom local magnetic moment

versus the charge doping concentration. Hole doping signifi-

cantly increases the magnetic moment from 2.05 lB to

2.73 lB, and electron doping modestly increases the mag-

netic moment to 2.32 lB. In Fig. 2(b), the partial spin density

of states for Fe s, p and d orbitals under different charge dop-

ing concentration are plotted. We can see that the Fe adatom

orbital occupation changes with charge doping, which leads

to the Fe magnetic moment variation with charge doping.

Starting from zero-doping to increasing hole doping, the

occupation of spin-down component of Fe d-orbital keeps

decreasing and the occupation of spin-up component is

almost unchanged. This results in the further imbalance

between spin-up and spin-down states, and therefore, Fe

magnetic moment increases. With increasing electron dop-

ing, the slight decrease in Fe spin-down d-orbital occupation

and increase in Fe spin-up s-orbital result in the slow

increase of Fe magnetic moment.

Next, we calculated Fe adatom-adatom interaction

energy as a function of the adatom-adatom separation under

different charge doping. Six configurations are considered as

shown in Fig. 3(a) in increasing order of separation. For

clarity, we separated NN adatom-adatom interaction (config-

uration 1) which represents the direct chemical bonding from

the beyond NN adatom-adatom interaction. They are shown

in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. The NN interaction

energy is only changed very little under doping concentra-

tion from �0.39� 1014/cm2 to 0.78� 1014/cm2. However,

one observes that larger hole doping decreases the NN inter-

action energy rapidly to be only 0.60 eV under the doping

concentration of �1.17� 1014/cm2 with respect to 1.45 eV

for no-doping case. Recalling in Fig. 1(b) that the Bader

charge keeps decreasing from hole doping to electron

doping, we may attribute this reduction of NN interaction

energy to the significantly increased repulsive Coulomb

interaction under large hole doping, which counteracts the

attractive chemical bonding. In contrast, the adatom-adatom

interaction under the doping concentration from

�0.39� 1014/cm2 to 0.78� 1014/cm2 only takes on a lot

weaker dipole-dipole repulsive interaction than the direct

Coulomb repulsive interaction. In Fig. 3(c), the adatom-

adatom distance at which they display repulsive interaction

persistly exists. Apparently, the repulsive peak is pushed

gradually towards the next NN distance, and the magnitude

is increased from electron doping to hole doping, suggesting

that the Coulomb interaction becomes increasingly signifi-

cant with increasing hole doping.

The charge doping effects on the Fe-adatom diffusion

barrier and adatom-adatom interaction are expected to be

reflected in the Fe nucleation island number density of the

initial stage film growth. We next simulated the Fe island

density as a function of charge doping concentration using

kMC simulation method proposed in Ref. 32. The simulation

cell size used is 200 � 200 graphene supercell. The diffusion

FIG. 2. (a) Local magnetic moment of Fe adatom of H-site versus charge

doping concentration; (b)–(g) Fe adatom partial density of states with pro-

jection to s, p, d orbitals for both spin-up (sup, pup and dup) and spin-down

(sdn, pdn and ddn) components.
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barrier and adatom-adatom interactions from DFT calcula-

tions above were used as input parameters. The hopping rate

with Arrhenius form of � ¼ �0 expð�Ed=kBTÞ and position

dependent diffusion barrier approximation of Ed ¼
E0

d þ 0:5ðEj � EiÞ were used. �0 is chosen to have constant

value of 1012=s, T is 300 K, Ei and Ej are the interaction

energies before and after hopping, respectively. For simplic-

ity, irreversible nucleation (no desorption), critical island

size of 1, and no edge diffusion are assumed.33,34 The depo-

sition rate is 0.01 ML/s and amount of deposition is 0.05

ML. In Fig. 4, we show the island density for both situations

with and without including Fe adatom-adatom interaction.

From the curve without adatom-adatom interaction, the

island density can be decreased to 8 times smaller in electron

doping and 3 times larger in hole doping than in zero-

doping. Including Fe adatom-adatom interaction, it is most

evident for the hole doing larger than �0.39� 1014, the

island density is significantly increased up to 6 times larger

than in zero-doping. For the remaining doping regime, the

island density is very close to that without inter-adatom

interaction. It indicates that the combined effect of the diffu-

sion barrier and inter-adatom interaction on the island den-

sity only takes place in large hole doping and the diffusion

barrier tuning dominates the change of island density in the

rest of the charge doping regime.

To conclude, we have investigated the effect of the

charge doping of graphene substrate on Fe nucleation island

density, which increases under hole-doping and decreases

under electron-doping. The underlying mechanism is the

charge-tuning of Fe-adatom diffusion barrier, which is gradu-

ally increased by hole doping but is rapidly decreased by elec-

tron doping, and Fe inter-adatom repulsive interaction, which

is increased significantly by large hole doping. Additionally,

Fe local magnetic moment can be tuned significantly with

charge doping. The combined effects provide large range of

tuning of magnetic island density and the growth morphology

of magnetic metal nanostructure for spintronics and plas-

monic applications via surface charge doping.
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